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News and information from the Hebden Bridge Alternative Technology Centre

The views expressed by individuals on the
Green Page do not necessarily represent the
views of the ATC.

SIMPLY SOLAR
This week saw the launch of the pioneering Simply Solar scheme – a collaboration
between the ATC, Calderdale and Kirklees
Councils, Kirklees Energy Services, the
Energy Savings Trust and the manufacturers
AES and Filsol. Simply Solar will provide
funding for 200 homeowners in Calderdale
and Kirklees to have solar panels installed to
heat their hot water.
The large grants available under this
scheme (£600 to £700) will bring the price of
a professional solar water heating installation
right down to about £1,100 (including VAT).
A DIY installation through the ATC’s Solar
Club will cost about £850.
The Solar Club is designed to provide
information, technical help and friendly support to anyone wanting to install their own
system. A number of information evenings
have been organised to provide more information about solar water heating, the Solar
Club and the Simply Solar scheme:
'Green power to go? - The recycled concrete mixer engine that will run on used chip
fat to provide 'green power' at the Riverside
Festival starts for the first time in years.

Nappy Change
Disposable nappies can
survive in landfill sites for
hundreds of years, with fears
that the chemicals and live
viruses contained within the
nappies can drain down into
the ground water thus polluting the water supply. It costs
the taxpayer around £50 million a year to deal with the
estimated nine million dirty
nappies disposed of each
day in this country alone.

"Servicing the injector will get rid of most
of the smoke" spluttered our volunteer who
rebuilt the 1963 engine.

It is difficult to change
when we have all got used
to the convenience of disposable nappies and the
thought of going back to
boiling and washing is not
an attractive one.
There are new washable
nappies on the market which
do make things a little easier. Although the real washable nappies are more
expensive to start with, over
the average 5,500 nappy
changes a baby will go

through, they do work out
considerably cheaper in the
long run.
The Green Shop is now
stocking these new washable
nappies, along with ecofriendly, non-bleached and
bio-degradeable disposables
(for the times you cannot
use washables), organic cotton Fair Trade baby clothes,
glass feeding bottles and toiletries and accessories.

● Next Tuesday, 19th June, at Halifax
Central Library, 7.30 - 9pm
● Thursday 28th June at Huddersfield
Central Library 7.30 - 9pm
● Monday 2nd July at Halifax Central
Library 7.30 - 9pm
Anyone interested is very welcome there is no obligation, just the chance to find
out more.

raises awareness of the
importance of recycling".
"We chose a key-ring as
our first product because our
processing plant is tiny and
we needed something that
would quickly raise money
for better machinery." added
‘H’ Gregg from the ATC.
The plastic is collected
from local households, shredded, heated and pressed with
equipment purchased with a
grant of just £327 from
Calderdale's LA21 team.
"This is probably the smallest

plastics recycling plant in the
world." said Jamie.
The ATC will now
embark on a countrywide
promotion of the key-rings,
which can be labelled with an
organisation’s logo and contact details. You can buy individual key-rings from the
Green Shop at the ATC, or if
you want to use them as a
promotional item for your
organisation or company, call
01422 84 21 21 for samples
and prices.

● On Saturday 7th July, the first Solar
Club Training Day will take place at the ATC.
● For an information pack and details of
how to apply for the Simply Solar grant, contact the Energy Efficiency Advice Centre now
on 0800 0527496 – grants are available on a
first come, first served basis.

Walling & Weaving

Recycling Proficiency Course
Given the initial
favourable response to the
micro plastics recycling
scheme, the ATC has decided
to expand the scheme.
"But if you want to
become part of the smallest
plastics recycling scheme in
the country, you will have to
attend our Recycling
Proficiency Course." said ‘H’

Gregg. "Just two hours is all
it takes. The course is very
practical - it will show you
how to sort and prepare the
plastic, how to keep it clean,
dry and compact. You will
learn about the different
types of plastic and the energy used to make them. There
will also be a chance to see
how we do the reprocessing

on site."
● The first course will run
on Friday 29th June 10.30 12.30 a.m. at the Alternative
Technology Centre – the cost
is £2.00 per person (£1.50
concessions).
● Call the ATC on
(01422) 84 21 21 to book,
but be quick – places are limited.

The subject of Billy’s wrath is…… the
DAIRY INDUSTRY.
The dairy industry is bad news.
First of all, it’s bad news for cows. In
order to produce milk for human consumption, cows are subjected to yearly pregnancies, losing their calves a few days after
birth. The cow is then milked twice a day,
including the 6 or 7 months that she spends
pregnant with her next calf. Instead of producing a natural amount of milk, about 3
litres per day, she produces up to 30 litres for
human consumption and her full udder can

Kerbside Recyclers
Kerbside, the Hebden Bridge based community recycling scheme, is expanding the
area covered by its weekly collection of recyclable materials.
From June 18th, residents in Melbourne
Street, Hangingroyd Road, Mason Street,
Bridge Lanes and Cobden Mews will be able
to leave their newspapers, magazines, and

On Saturday 23rd June, there
will be two workshops to help further the work on Primrose Garden,
which is situated across the canal
from the ATC. The workshops will
teach skills in dry-stone walling and
willow fence weaving. Both sessions
will run from 10am to 4pm and cost
£5. Please ring the ATC to book
your place.

household metals (including all food and
drink cans, aluminium foil, pots and pans,
pipes and cable) out for collection in used
plastic bags every Monday morning.
Collections begin at 9.00am.
Kerbside's weekly collection now caters
for the whole of Fairfield and most of central
Hebden Bridge.

And last but not least, it’s bad news for
you. Hormones and antibiotics used to force
unnatural yields from dairy cows find their
way into the human food chain. The World
Trade Organisation forces Europe to import
milk tainted with Bovine Growth Hormone.
Cow's milk has no dietary fibre, a high saturated fat content and contains significant
amounts of pus.
It may not be very popular, but my view
is – consign the dairy industry to Room 101!
● If you would like to submit a nomination for Green Room 101, please send your
contribution (preferably by e-mail or on disc
or otherwise by fax / post) to John Brierley
at the ATC. It has to have a vaguely ‘green’
theme and be no more than about 300 words.
● We now have a facility for commenting
on the nominations for Green Room 101 on
our website. Just go to www.alternativetechnology.org.uk and have your say.

If you want to find out whether your
household is included in the weekly or monthly collection schemes please contact Kerbside
on their new telephone number (01422
881110). Volunteer recyclers are always welcomed onto the scheme and anyone interested
in finding out more about volunteering opportunities should contact Jamie Johnson
(846291) or Chip Wood (843709).
Kerbside's next monthly collection of
household metals will take place on Monday
July 2nd

in. We're tempted to close our eyes, cross our
fingers, burrow under the duvet and hope the
problems will go away.

A Sideways Look
John Morrison

● On Sunday 24th June, which is
International ‘SunDay’, the will be the opportunity to watch the first Simply Solar installation taking place in a house in Brighouse.
Ring the ATC for details.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
The joint venture
between KERBSIDE and the
ATC to recycle household
plastics has achieved its first
success. Three hundred recycled plastic key-rings have
been sold to theSkillsGap
computer recycling business
in Hebden Bridge, a recycling organisation in
Manchester and The Ark
green shop in Leicester.
"This may seem like a
drop in the ocean, but it’s a
start," said Jamie Johnson of
KERBSIDE "and it certainly

This month’s nomination for Green Room
101 has been submitted by Billy Frugal from
Broughton Street in Hebden Bridge.

weigh up to 50kg. Every year, a quarter of
Britain's dairy herd suffers from mastitis and
a fifth go lame.
It’s bad news for calves. Calves are the
forgotten victims of the rise of vegetarianism, unwanted by-products of the dairy
industry. Most calves are either slaughtered
at two weeks old for pies or calf-skin,
exported to Continental veal crates or reared
for beef. Falling demand for meat products
means that calves are increasingly killed
shortly after birth and their bodies dumped.
It’s also bad news for the environment.
Cattle slurry is probably the major cause of
water contamination in the United Kingdom.
It is thirty times more potent as an oxidising
agent in rivers and streams than treated
human sewage, contributing to fish deaths
and algae blooms as it de-oxygenates fresh
water. Also, each cow emits about 200 litres
of methane - a very potent green house gas every day.

So I doff my hat to whoever it was who
first coined the motto 'Think globally, act
locally'. We hear it so often that it's in danger
of becoming just another cliché. Yet these
four well-chosen words achieve the nearimpossible: they bridge that yawning gap
between thinking and doing, between the

'It's not easy being green', as Kermit used
to sing. Well, he was a frog, so he knew what
he was talking about. Society in general - and
Hebden Bridge in particular - is full of people
who feel much the same. They would like to
be 'green', but every time there's a conflict
between pragmatism and idealism... it's pragmatism that wins out. "I need my car", they
say. "How else can I get the kids to school, or
do the weekly shop at the supermarket?"
Even a simple definition is elusive, conjuring up more questions than answers. Being
green is not about subscribing to every principle in some mythical charter. It is, I trust, a
broad church, not a rule-bound clique. There
should be room for many shades of green,
various degrees of commitment. What about
meat-eating cyclists? Vegetarians who smoke?
Vegetarians who, bafflingly, reckon it's OK to
eat chicken and bacon? People who drive five
miles to the bottle bank and drive five miles

back? What about people who sort their rubbish into bags, but then never take it anywhere? Can they join the green club, even if
only as associate members? What about me,
with my cartload of good intentions and my
principled procrastination: could I be a Friend
of a Friend of the Earth?
The world faces ecological problems of
such magnitude that it's hard to know where
to begin. Deforestation, climate change, acid
rain, third world debt... the list is depressingly
long. We'd like to do more, we really would,
but we can't all devote our lives to environmental activism. Most of us don't have the
time, the energy, the inclination (or, let's face
it, the bottle) to bob around in an inflatable
dinghy, interposing ourselves between the
whales and the harpoons.
There seems such a huge gap between
who we are and who we would like to be.
When the gap grows too wide, disillusion sets

ideal and the pragmatic. Our contributions,
however small, are important. Every little bit
helps - whether it's planting a tree, buying
FairTrade products or giving a few quid to
Greenpeace.
At the very least, we can make a simple
audit. We're either adding - however minutely
- to the sum of human happiness, or we're
subtracting from it. OK, it may be a close-run
thing, but as long as we're on the right side of
the equation, then surely we can afford a little
smile. Not a smile of complacency or self-satisfaction, but just the warm feeling of contentment we get from seeing, say, a Ferrari with
its wheels clamped, or Michael Portillo's face
when the votes were announced at the 1997
election.
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SIMPLY SOLAR
This week saw the launch of the pioneering Simply Solar scheme – a collaboration
between the ATC, Calderdale and Kirklees
Councils, Kirklees Energy Services, the
Energy Savings Trust and the manufacturers
AES and Filsol. Simply Solar will provide
funding for 200 homeowners in Calderdale
and Kirklees to have solar panels installed to
heat their hot water.
The large grants available under this
scheme (£600 to £700) will bring the price of
a professional solar water heating installation
right down to about £1,100 (including VAT).
A DIY installation through the ATC’s Solar
Club will cost about £850.
The Solar Club is designed to provide
information, technical help and friendly support to anyone wanting to install their own
system. A number of information evenings
have been organised to provide more information about solar water heating, the Solar
Club and the Simply Solar scheme:
'Green power to go? - The recycled concrete mixer engine that will run on used chip
fat to provide 'green power' at the Riverside
Festival starts for the first time in years.

Nappy Change
Disposable nappies can
survive in landfill sites for
hundreds of years, with fears
that the chemicals and live
viruses contained within the
nappies can drain down into
the ground water thus polluting the water supply. It costs
the taxpayer around £50 million a year to deal with the
estimated nine million dirty
nappies disposed of each
day in this country alone.

"Servicing the injector will get rid of most
of the smoke" spluttered our volunteer who
rebuilt the 1963 engine.

It is difficult to change
when we have all got used
to the convenience of disposable nappies and the
thought of going back to
boiling and washing is not
an attractive one.
There are new washable
nappies on the market which
do make things a little easier. Although the real washable nappies are more
expensive to start with, over
the average 5,500 nappy
changes a baby will go

through, they do work out
considerably cheaper in the
long run.
The Green Shop is now
stocking these new washable
nappies, along with ecofriendly, non-bleached and
bio-degradeable disposables
(for the times you cannot
use washables), organic cotton Fair Trade baby clothes,
glass feeding bottles and toiletries and accessories.

● Next Tuesday, 19th June, at Halifax
Central Library, 7.30 - 9pm
● Thursday 28th June at Huddersfield
Central Library 7.30 - 9pm
● Monday 2nd July at Halifax Central
Library 7.30 - 9pm
Anyone interested is very welcome there is no obligation, just the chance to find
out more.

raises awareness of the
importance of recycling".
"We chose a key-ring as
our first product because our
processing plant is tiny and
we needed something that
would quickly raise money
for better machinery." added
‘H’ Gregg from the ATC.
The plastic is collected
from local households, shredded, heated and pressed with
equipment purchased with a
grant of just £327 from
Calderdale's LA21 team.
"This is probably the smallest

plastics recycling plant in the
world." said Jamie.
The ATC will now
embark on a countrywide
promotion of the key-rings,
which can be labelled with an
organisation’s logo and contact details. You can buy individual key-rings from the
Green Shop at the ATC, or if
you want to use them as a
promotional item for your
organisation or company, call
01422 84 21 21 for samples
and prices.

● On Saturday 7th July, the first Solar
Club Training Day will take place at the ATC.
● For an information pack and details of
how to apply for the Simply Solar grant, contact the Energy Efficiency Advice Centre now
on 0800 0527496 – grants are available on a
first come, first served basis.

Walling & Weaving

Recycling Proficiency Course
Given the initial
favourable response to the
micro plastics recycling
scheme, the ATC has decided
to expand the scheme.
"But if you want to
become part of the smallest
plastics recycling scheme in
the country, you will have to
attend our Recycling
Proficiency Course." said ‘H’

Gregg. "Just two hours is all
it takes. The course is very
practical - it will show you
how to sort and prepare the
plastic, how to keep it clean,
dry and compact. You will
learn about the different
types of plastic and the energy used to make them. There
will also be a chance to see
how we do the reprocessing

on site."
● The first course will run
on Friday 29th June 10.30 12.30 a.m. at the Alternative
Technology Centre – the cost
is £2.00 per person (£1.50
concessions).
● Call the ATC on
(01422) 84 21 21 to book,
but be quick – places are limited.

The subject of Billy’s wrath is…… the
DAIRY INDUSTRY.
The dairy industry is bad news.
First of all, it’s bad news for cows. In
order to produce milk for human consumption, cows are subjected to yearly pregnancies, losing their calves a few days after
birth. The cow is then milked twice a day,
including the 6 or 7 months that she spends
pregnant with her next calf. Instead of producing a natural amount of milk, about 3
litres per day, she produces up to 30 litres for
human consumption and her full udder can

Kerbside Recyclers
Kerbside, the Hebden Bridge based community recycling scheme, is expanding the
area covered by its weekly collection of recyclable materials.
From June 18th, residents in Melbourne
Street, Hangingroyd Road, Mason Street,
Bridge Lanes and Cobden Mews will be able
to leave their newspapers, magazines, and

On Saturday 23rd June, there
will be two workshops to help further the work on Primrose Garden,
which is situated across the canal
from the ATC. The workshops will
teach skills in dry-stone walling and
willow fence weaving. Both sessions
will run from 10am to 4pm and cost
£5. Please ring the ATC to book
your place.

household metals (including all food and
drink cans, aluminium foil, pots and pans,
pipes and cable) out for collection in used
plastic bags every Monday morning.
Collections begin at 9.00am.
Kerbside's weekly collection now caters
for the whole of Fairfield and most of central
Hebden Bridge.

And last but not least, it’s bad news for
you. Hormones and antibiotics used to force
unnatural yields from dairy cows find their
way into the human food chain. The World
Trade Organisation forces Europe to import
milk tainted with Bovine Growth Hormone.
Cow's milk has no dietary fibre, a high saturated fat content and contains significant
amounts of pus.
It may not be very popular, but my view
is – consign the dairy industry to Room 101!
● If you would like to submit a nomination for Green Room 101, please send your
contribution (preferably by e-mail or on disc
or otherwise by fax / post) to John Brierley
at the ATC. It has to have a vaguely ‘green’
theme and be no more than about 300 words.
● We now have a facility for commenting
on the nominations for Green Room 101 on
our website. Just go to www.alternativetechnology.org.uk and have your say.

If you want to find out whether your
household is included in the weekly or monthly collection schemes please contact Kerbside
on their new telephone number (01422
881110). Volunteer recyclers are always welcomed onto the scheme and anyone interested
in finding out more about volunteering opportunities should contact Jamie Johnson
(846291) or Chip Wood (843709).
Kerbside's next monthly collection of
household metals will take place on Monday
July 2nd

in. We're tempted to close our eyes, cross our
fingers, burrow under the duvet and hope the
problems will go away.

A Sideways Look
John Morrison

● On Sunday 24th June, which is
International ‘SunDay’, the will be the opportunity to watch the first Simply Solar installation taking place in a house in Brighouse.
Ring the ATC for details.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
The joint venture
between KERBSIDE and the
ATC to recycle household
plastics has achieved its first
success. Three hundred recycled plastic key-rings have
been sold to theSkillsGap
computer recycling business
in Hebden Bridge, a recycling organisation in
Manchester and The Ark
green shop in Leicester.
"This may seem like a
drop in the ocean, but it’s a
start," said Jamie Johnson of
KERBSIDE "and it certainly

This month’s nomination for Green Room
101 has been submitted by Billy Frugal from
Broughton Street in Hebden Bridge.

weigh up to 50kg. Every year, a quarter of
Britain's dairy herd suffers from mastitis and
a fifth go lame.
It’s bad news for calves. Calves are the
forgotten victims of the rise of vegetarianism, unwanted by-products of the dairy
industry. Most calves are either slaughtered
at two weeks old for pies or calf-skin,
exported to Continental veal crates or reared
for beef. Falling demand for meat products
means that calves are increasingly killed
shortly after birth and their bodies dumped.
It’s also bad news for the environment.
Cattle slurry is probably the major cause of
water contamination in the United Kingdom.
It is thirty times more potent as an oxidising
agent in rivers and streams than treated
human sewage, contributing to fish deaths
and algae blooms as it de-oxygenates fresh
water. Also, each cow emits about 200 litres
of methane - a very potent green house gas every day.

So I doff my hat to whoever it was who
first coined the motto 'Think globally, act
locally'. We hear it so often that it's in danger
of becoming just another cliché. Yet these
four well-chosen words achieve the nearimpossible: they bridge that yawning gap
between thinking and doing, between the

'It's not easy being green', as Kermit used
to sing. Well, he was a frog, so he knew what
he was talking about. Society in general - and
Hebden Bridge in particular - is full of people
who feel much the same. They would like to
be 'green', but every time there's a conflict
between pragmatism and idealism... it's pragmatism that wins out. "I need my car", they
say. "How else can I get the kids to school, or
do the weekly shop at the supermarket?"
Even a simple definition is elusive, conjuring up more questions than answers. Being
green is not about subscribing to every principle in some mythical charter. It is, I trust, a
broad church, not a rule-bound clique. There
should be room for many shades of green,
various degrees of commitment. What about
meat-eating cyclists? Vegetarians who smoke?
Vegetarians who, bafflingly, reckon it's OK to
eat chicken and bacon? People who drive five
miles to the bottle bank and drive five miles

back? What about people who sort their rubbish into bags, but then never take it anywhere? Can they join the green club, even if
only as associate members? What about me,
with my cartload of good intentions and my
principled procrastination: could I be a Friend
of a Friend of the Earth?
The world faces ecological problems of
such magnitude that it's hard to know where
to begin. Deforestation, climate change, acid
rain, third world debt... the list is depressingly
long. We'd like to do more, we really would,
but we can't all devote our lives to environmental activism. Most of us don't have the
time, the energy, the inclination (or, let's face
it, the bottle) to bob around in an inflatable
dinghy, interposing ourselves between the
whales and the harpoons.
There seems such a huge gap between
who we are and who we would like to be.
When the gap grows too wide, disillusion sets

ideal and the pragmatic. Our contributions,
however small, are important. Every little bit
helps - whether it's planting a tree, buying
FairTrade products or giving a few quid to
Greenpeace.
At the very least, we can make a simple
audit. We're either adding - however minutely
- to the sum of human happiness, or we're
subtracting from it. OK, it may be a close-run
thing, but as long as we're on the right side of
the equation, then surely we can afford a little
smile. Not a smile of complacency or self-satisfaction, but just the warm feeling of contentment we get from seeing, say, a Ferrari with
its wheels clamped, or Michael Portillo's face
when the votes were announced at the 1997
election.

